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TEACHINGS OF THE OLD SURGEONS.

BY J. G. MUMFORD, M.D., BOSTON, MASS.

On the Continent and in England many men read
the old masters, aud in our own country their writings
are well known to not a few.

Quite recently a new impulse has been given to
such studies by the publication iu Paris of Nicaine's
editions of the works of Guy de Chauliac and Henri
de Mondeville.
The latter, born in the thirteenth century, com-

poaed his 8urgery about 1310. He was surgeon to
Philip the Fair and Louis X. He was expoaed to
the obliquy so commonly poured out on reformers in
those days. His great heresy consisted in his ad-
herence to the familiar teaching vis medicatrix naturae.
His work for 600 years was disregarded.
De Chauliac died an old man in 1365. His work,

composed in his later years, remained for two centu-
ries the great text-book of surgery.

Perhaps, to us now, the most interesting thing
about these two teachers, is that, more than a hun-
dred years before Paré, they spoke familiarly of the
ligature of arteries.

The thought of the rational studies of those two
men, working on lines centuries in advance of their
contemporaries, furnished me with a text for this
article.

One seldom goes to a large general medical meet-
ing, attends a medical dinner or listens to a formal
professional speech, without being told, by the orator,
of the wonderful recent advances in surgical science,
of the ignorance of our fathers, of the brilliancy of
ourselves ; so that one would almost think, as many
do think, that surgery is a modern science.
Mr. W. Watson Cheyne, in his chapter on " The

History of Antiseptic Surgery," says that all the old
surgeons were governed by one thought — the desire
to make the wound heal, as they said ; and that the
feeliug was universal that wounda left to themaelves
went to the bad. That is not true, as I read the old
writers. It is the very error which the best of them
were constantly preaching against. To be sure, their
voices may have been lifted in the wilderness, and
doubtless the practice of the times was often bad
among the rank and tile; but this is true of all ages.
" Give nature a chance," " Leave more to nature "was
frequently aaid. Paul d'Egineta, even in the 8eventh
century, taught it, and Rogerius in the thirteenth.
So did Bouve about the same time, aud later De Vigo
and Paracelsus. That most entertaining writer, Le
Dran, in the second quarter of the last century,
taught his Parisian students to assist nature and not
to thwart her ; and Napoleon's great surgeon, Baron
Larrey, taught to cloae a simple wound and leave it
to nature for a first intention, as even the savages
knew that.

We do better now, to be sure, than that. We
guard nature without interfering with her, at least,
that is our effort ; but one is 8ometimes inclined to
think that our aaepai8 accompliahed, we care for
little elae. Surgical rest, comfort and support are
almost equally important ; discomfort and pain are
still serious complications. They used to be danger
signals. They must be thought so still.

Not only did Larrey teach local but general sup-
port, the sustaining of the general strength, a stimu-
lating and nourishing diet. We are apt to think that
those surgeons confined themselves to bleeding and
purging. So far was Larrey from this that he was
fertile in devices for forced feeding. The stomach-
tube was in common use ; and when that would not
serve, he adviaed a soft-rubber catheter passed through
the nose and well down into the esophagus. He re-
marks that this method is especially valuable with
hysterical patients and those whose fauces are para-
lyzed. Hia contemporary, Benjamin Bell, in 1804,
said that with patienta exhausted by suppuration a
full diet, aupplemented by an abundance of alcohol,
was absolutely needful. The danger of superficiality
was keenly appreciated by such men ; aud Bell Bays :
" Accordingly, in different hospitals we daily meet
with good operators, but we do not often find sur-

geons possessed of that knowledge in the prognosis
of chirurgical diseases which might be expected, that
attention being seldom bestowed which is necessary to
attain it." Indeed, Bell thought that his success was
more largely due to his prescribing wine, food and
Peruvian bark than to hia operative skill. Thia use
of wine and spirits with alcoholic subjects was espe-
cially urged by Sir Astley Cooper, who may almost
be considered a modern. He said : " When a drunk-
ard is injured, don't cut off his rum too soon ; it
keeps up his strength and acts as an antidote to the
infective poison of the wouud." Iudeed, Sir Astley,
in making his prognosis as regards sepsis, laid more
stress on the patient's general condition than do we

ordinarily. He most emphatically recognized that,
whatever the immediate cause might be, a patient in
wretched general condition offered a better field for
a rapid septic infection, whether from traumatism or

any other cause, than did a person in robust health.
It is interesting that his exception to this general
rule is in the case of an "acute peritonitis, so severe
and commonly fatal in vigorous young men." This
parallels our own experience with rapidly fatal appen-
dicitis.
The grand principle in the cure of disease, says he,

is that all the secretions must be restored. " If the
bowels, the kidneys and the sweat-glands are working,
the poison will be eliminated and the patieut recover."
Though we seek our object by other methods aud for
better understood cause, this maxim is the same with
us to-day.
Emotional causes of disease were greatly considered

one hundred years ago. Keen's recent suggestive
article on the " Operation, per se

" recalls many of
the experiences of Sir Astley, who had no doubt
that general conditions aud mental impressions en-
tered moré largely into surgical therapeutica than
was or is believed.
Even for those in health he preached a carefully

regulated life, and says that in his own case he al-
ways employed temperance, early rising and cold
morning baths, for the cold bath is especially valuable
in an increased irritability of the nervous system ;
and Benjamin Bell says that in persons afflicted with
chilblains or tuberculous tumors " the only good is
from cold bathing and tonic8."
" There are few satisfactions greater than being

satisfied with one's personal appearance," says Sir
Astley, and tells of " a drawing-master with bow
shins ; a deformity which he considered so grievous.
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as to seriously interfere with his vocation. He ap-
plied to many surgeons to relieve him, but without
success. Finally, a heartless quack consented to
operate. He laid open the calf and scraped away
the outer side of the tibia until there was little left
but the inner shell. The operation was done succes-

sively on either shin, and the leg then straighteued
by an outside spliut. The patient was rendered a
wretched cripple for life, and the operator was nearly
hounded out of town ; but," says Sir Astley, " extra-
ordinary as it may seem, the drawing-master was per-
fectly satisfied with his new appearance and returned
complacently to his occupation."
Hygiene aud proper surroundings for surgery were

early recognized as important; and the comparison
between hospital surgery and surgery done in the
country was as commonly made in the old days as it
is with us. We are all familiar with the assertion of
our country brother that he never sees puerperal
fever and that his operation wounds usually heal by
first intention. These statements doubtless are in
a large measure perfectly true, and the reason for
this state of affairs is sufficiently obvious. We in the
city hospitals are constantly at war with the bacillus.
Our predecessors very often abandoned the field and
carried their operations into the country.
The explanation of septic fever given by old writ-

ers is interesting ; aud some of them came exasper-
atingly near the truth. Writing at the end of the
last century, one says : " Septic fevers are due to the
sympathetic action of the nervous system. When a

part is injured, nature contends for a cure by stopping
the functions of all the uninjured organs and thus,
turning aside their blood-supply to the injured part,
setting up inflammation and so attempting cure.

Sometimes, alas, she is too hasty."
Sir Astley Cooper constantly invoked the action of

the sympathetic nervous system to explain various
phenomena, stating, for instance, that slight blows on
the stomach causing death were due to irritation of
the semilunar ganglion, and that urethral and bladder
operations were dangerous from the same cause. He
says elsewhere, " Do not do lithotomy on a child under
two years of age, if avoidable, or you will see con-
vulaiona and death."
In our own day, perhapa, we are not altogether free

from some needless fears of that same nervous sys-
tem, or of bogies cloaked in other names aud called
diatheses ; but whether those seniors of ours attributed
acute general infections to the electric actiou of the
nerves or not, they were prompt to recognize the
danger and to use fairly rational means in combating it.
Their recognition of the causes of nerve storms and

neuralgias were frequently inaccurate, of course; but
it is interesting to see them using as nerve tonics our
modern favorites, arsenic, iron and quinine.
The study of the development of wound dressings

is a very fascinating one, and the astonishing guesses
at both antisepsis and asepsis fill surgical literature.
The fact that they were guesses and not rational de-
ductions alone, lost them their proper place, though
certain varieties of deodorizers aud mild antiseptic oils
and balsams have been favorites from time immemorial.
The old Hebrew writers and the mediaeval monks
speak of sweet-smelling spices, and we are told that
the Good Samaritan dressed the wounds of the stranger
by pouring in oil and wine. Doubtless, Rebecca so

brought the wounded Ivauhoe back to health, to judge

from Sir Walter's somewhat florid description of that
episode.
The routine practice of closing and dressing wounds,

with the object of attaining a primary uuion, is much
more modern, however ; and the development of that
practice came slowly. Attempts were made, indeed,
as early as the end of the fifteenth century, when
De Vigo taught to close fresh incised wounds and drain
with lint.
Another of our old friends, Philippe Auréole

Tbéophraste Paracelse Bombast, who was born in
1493, a date easily remembered in connection with a
certain affair at Chicago, two years ago, used silver
sutures aud lead washes. In our own day we find
Sampson Gamgee a strong advocate of these same
silver sutures and for the same reason, that they are

unirritating and less likely to cause suppuration.
Paracelsus aimed only at aiding nature, and sought

a medicament that would prevent corruption. After
him many surgeons, Ambroise Paré, Delacroix, Fal-
lopius and others used antiseptic washes, mostly alco-
hols.

Magatus and Paré, in the sixteenth century, insisted
upon infrequent dressings, anticipating the common

practice of to-day. Here, Watson Cheyne, in 1882,
makes the somewhat surprising assertion, that " these
infrequent dressings, owing to the fear of bad effects
from the contact of air with the wound, were, as we
now know, the outcome of a wrong theory," and the
error of such teaching eventually did great harm to
Magatus's many good points.
Richard Wiseman and Sir John Coldbatch were

most judicious among the English surgeons. The
latter appears to have had some remarkable results
from the use of a process of his own, which is not
given, but which seems to have closely resembled
LÍ8terian methods. He put a powder into water, and
with the mixture syringed out the wounds, covering
them with pads wrung out of the same preparation.
The method was evidently empirical, for he remarks
casually that if water was not convenient he would
take urine. Unfortunately, Coldbatch's method seems

to have been completely lost ; it is suggested that his
powder was probably boric or salicylic acid.
After all, the balsams always retained their favor.

In 1730 Le Dran, in seeking primary union, covered
the wound with a linen rag dipped in some glutinous
balsam, Canadian or Peruvian, to prevent putrefaction.
He adds the elegant and cosmetic suggestion, that in
dressing the perineum one should use oil of roses aud
that the deeper parts should be steeped in brandy.
Later, the wound should be dressed simply with dry
lint.

Baron Larrey used balsams, wine and brandy ; and
washed the wounds with a warm salt solution. When
there were extensive suppuration and sloughing, ap-
plications of chlorinated soda, known as Eau de Labar-
raque. His favorite application was the well-known
storax, which under its modified form of styrone is
now so popular with many surgeons. Such prepara-
tions were always called autiseptic substances, and
Benjamin Bell especially urges their use in gangrenes
and ulcers.
The possibility of a second intention, a union be-

tween clean granulating surfaces after a thorough
antiseptic bath was often taught by the same writer,
who says : "It is a mistake to suppose that wounds
will not adhere when in a state of bland purulency.
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I have repeatedly treated with sutures sores of from
one to four weeks' standing, and for such intentions a

dry lint dressing is all-sufficient." Moreover, for
suppurating inflammations we must use hot poultices,
but for granulating wounds a bland ointment is all-
sufficient ; and when the pain, inflammation and prim-
ary fever are over in open wounds, poultices should
no longer be used. Then employ lint, backed with a
tow bolster to keep up firm and even compression.
If poultices are needed still, warm immersions in salt
water or fresh milk are most useful to supplement
them. Dress simple wounds seldom and with mild
aperients.
Sir Astley Cooper had an interesting faculty for

seizing upon drugs destined to become famous. Among
others he mentions bichloride of mercury, which he
Commonly used as a wash for ulcers and sinuses —an
excellent application, on account of its cleansing and
stimulating properties.

The practice of getting wounds clean was an early
one in surgical science : innumerable devices were
tried

—

washes, ointments, stimulants and caustics.
The more modern idea of irrigation did not become
well established until the present century. Copious
libations of cool water were taught first by Percy and
Lombard in 1785, and had long been the common

practice among English surgeons at the beginning of
the Listerian era. How far the idea that wounds
must be abundantly flushed has affected our own prac-
tice we know but too well. For many surgeons even
now feel that their operation is incomplete until the
clean, fresh wound is drowned in floods of corrosive
sublimate or carbolic acid.
In the treatment of deep suppurations by drainage

we have improved but little on the best practice of
one hundred years ago. Benjamin Bell always used
hollow drainage-tubes in deep wounds and sinuses
when pus was to be evacuated ; " not tents," he adds,
" which do not absorb and serve to block the discharge."
He would doubtless have objected, on the same ground,
to the plugging of suppurating sinuses with iodoform
gauze, a common misuse of a valuable agent to-day.
Le Dran says: "The only cure for empyema is to
operate and drain with a catheter. If the amount is
great, don't drain it all off at once on account of faint-
ne8s and suspended dilatation of the lungs."
The agency of the air in causing suppuration was

an endless subject of discussion even down to our own

time, and many experiments were undertaken to prove
or disprove its barmfulness. Sir Astley Cooper con-
vinced himself that air did no harm from the experi-
ence of an ingenious and heroic butcher. This person
was drawn to serve in the militia. Hearing that a
hernia disqualified a man for service, the butcher in-
serted a long tin tube beneath the skin of his scrotum,
and having blown it up, presented himself to the ex-

amining surgeon with the statement that he had al-
ways been ruptured. After a cursory examination he
was discharged. The false hernia disappeared after a
few days, and the man was never the worse for his
trick.
Though Sir Astley came largely to disregard the

entrance of air into wounds, most of his contempories
still feared it. For many years, even back to the
time of Paré, some surgeons had taught that it was the
miasm8 in the air and not the air itself which did
harm ; yet one hundred years ago the fear of air as
air was rife among men, and they went about seeking

how they might exclude it. The use of the spray in
our own days shows that this fear died hard. Benjamin
Bell, John Bell, Hugh Munro, Alexander Munro,
James Latta, Abernethy, Percival Pott, John Hunter
and many other worthies hated aud dreaded this same
air for one cause or another. Some of them, as Guyot,
put the wounded members in hot-air boxes and kept them
there. Here was a sort of mild asepsis, not fifty years
ago. Others, like Dupuytren, operated subcutaneously
as much as possible and so got some unexpectedly good
results. The vast majority, therefore, were convinced
that there was something deleterious in air, and even
after operating still attempted its exclusion. They
painted wounds with tincture of iodine in 1830, covered
them with collodion in 1848

—

tins first used in
America. They would always pour in their oil or
wine or water. It is a wonder to me they did not
operate in vacuo ; indeed, a vacuum-box dressing was
tried in Paris, but availed nothing.
All this sounds something like a blind groping in the

dark, but there were other cases in which sound rules
were laid down and followed. When an evil was

accepted, when inflammation and pus did appear, the
treatment was often most logical.

When wounds were sewed up and strapped, drain-
age was provided ; for Le Dran used strapping, con-

stantly leaving loose spaces where drainage was easy.
But, he insisted: "If you do want a first intention,
which is most common, an assistant must absolutely
approximate the edges ; don't pucker or invert, else
you will have sloughing and non-adhesion. If you
sew up, tie your knots at the least dependent part, so

they will not imbibe blood and harden ; if you choose,
oil them." Not a bad thought for delicate cosmetic
work on the face and neck.

So the methods of threading needles, passing and
tying sutures, and the thousand and one miuutiaa
which are now left for the assistant, were then thought
not unworthy of the surgeon, and essentials in his
success. The use of double-headed sutures was popu-
lar two hundred years ago, for use in all deep wounds
as well as in the abdomen. The flaps were most
beautifully and accurately approximated and in the very
fastenings of the swathe the pins were so arranged as
not to incommode or press upon the line of the scar.
In sewing up these deep wounds Le Dran tells his
punils that the lower angle should always be left open
so that the wholesome but superabundant juices of the
wound may exude and pressure and pain be avoided
even should there be no formation of pus. Their
drainage is to be secured by passing in a number of
strands of ligature silk.
Similar use of capillary drainage

—

Í think I am

not mistaken in having heard it claimed as a modern
invention

—

such use of capillary drainage is strongly
urged also by Benjamin Bell, who drained even liver
abscesses, after operation, by long, loose strands of
lint wicking. And three hundred years earlier De
Vigo had closed wounds and drained with wicks.
Most of all did the older surgeons pay attention to

open wounds, ulcers aud burns, which were granulat-
ing. For the immediate ease of the pain from a burn
they would commonly plunge the part into salt water
or a soda solution. We, to-day, know the immense
comfort of a warm soda bath for the badly burned.

We find our modern successful use of strapping
for leg ulcers advocated by Sir Astley Cooper, to flat-
ten the granulations and support the sore. He was
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wont to use, also, sheet lead and tin dreasings in 8uch
cases. When the offending veins were especially full
he would tap them once or twice weekly and apply a
corrosive-sublimate wash, a hundred years ago. Then
the whole leg was to be carefully put up in a support-
ing flannel bandage, changed daily.
I cannot see that we have much to teach Sir Astley

here, and I dare say he might have taught us a good
deal.

Very favorite preparations in the last century were
those of Goulard. They contained lead, and were

used, in the form of ointments, cerates and lotions, as

applications to sluggishly granulatiug wounds.
Another careful suggestion, showing thought forthe preservation of function, was this : that in a deep

wound, say on the front of the thigh, in which the
muscles were divided obliquely, the deep Stiches should
be passed so as to run parallel with the muscle fibres
and not obliquely, as would be natural in sewing up
an incised wound. Le Dran claims that by so doing
the power of the limb will be unimpaired. Stitches
ao taken, when there wa8 the 8lighte8t atrain, were
always to be supported by plaster, which should reach
to the neighboring joints on either side. Another
device for securing absolute approximation

—

a device
so commonly neglected to-day

—

was the passing of
sutures with a curved needle entirely beneath the
depth of the wound. In many such cases, especially
when incised wouuds were received on the battle-field,
one reads that first intentions were the rule, aud that
the stitches could be removed on the sixth day. To
attain this it was thought most essential to have a

perfectly dry wound before sewing up ; so after secur-
ing the vessels by torsion or tying with fine silk, a

pledget of dry lint was pressed for some minutes upon
the oozing surface. It was well understood that a

dry, absorbent material was the best hemostatic.
This was one hundred and fifty years ago. We have
within five years rediscovered the advantages of what
it pleases us to call operating by the dry method.
Though sutures were extensively used, their em-

ployment was always attended by a very wholesome
fear of stitch abscesses ; and one finds the advice con-

stantly given, " Never use sutures when a bandage
will do." The pressure of the stitches was thought
to be the cause of danger. Plaster and strapping
were also very extensively employed where we should
never think of their use. Even when stitches were
used, however, the impending inflammation was averted
frequently by the use of massage, which, sometimes
supplemented by opiates and leaching, would quiet
the wound without the necessity of removing the
stitches.
The idea of the presence of a stitch not being in

itself an irritant was confirmed in the minds of men

by the safe use of fine buried silk ligatures for vessels,
in many cases. Sometimes they sought an absorbable
material ; and one of them in Napoleon's time tells of
the use of buried catgut, which was not specially suc-
cessful. It became absorbed, but gave rise to an ob-
stinate suppuration. Sir Astley Cooper tried it also
iu 1820. Many years later, when American surgeons,
in our Civil War, made use of animal ligatures, the
English journals called it that barbarous practice of
burying dead animal matter in live human wounds.

Sampson Gamgee, the best modern exponent of non-
intervention in wound treatment, and of absolute rest
by posture and immobilization, admits that he learned

his lesson from the aucients. Le Dran kept his culture
media sterile by always placing the limb so as to relax
the muscles and then immobilizing. " Otherwise,"
said he, " the nutrient juices, not being at rest, will be
converted into pus." The patient was never to help
himself, but could be moved freely about if no pain
were so caused, and even after abdominal section this
was allowed if the abdomen were reatrained by a firm
awathe.
For similar reasons wounds were to be left undis-

turbed as long as possible. I think Baron Larrey
teaches this as forcefully and convincingly as any
writer of any age. His text is constantly : " Absolute
rest is essential to encourage nature ; therefore, leave
the first dressing on as long as possible. There must
also be an uniform and careful pressure over wounds."
And of all bandages for almost all conditions, the best
were said to be elastic flannel rollers, as they not only
compressed the wound but firmly controlled the
muscles.
Not only for wounds of the soft parts were these

principles to hold good ; but in cases of fractures, am-
putations, inflammations and ulcers, rest, elevation and
elastic compression were to be the first essentials,
" for nature herself enjoins rest ; the muscles won't
act over an inflamed part." And in the face of the
prevalent dread of joint complications Sir Astley
Cooper says, " Wounded joints often heal readily if
they are immediately sealed up, dressed with alcohol
and absolutely immobilized." Long before that, of all
writers to insist on the value of physiological rest,
Ambroise Par» preached the most fervently and was
the least regarded.
Beyond this the need of clean wounds was instinc-

tively felt, if not logically reasoned out, by a host of
thoughtful teachers. Le Dran says : " The region
about muat be thoroughly cleaned leat inflammation be
set up and pus form ; therefore, the entire field of
operation should be thoroughly shaved and scrubbed,
then clean up the wound, and wash with warm wine."

Every feeble ray of light in a dark past has its
charm to the student. Old theories of the value of
inflammation come near being illuminations at times.
Sir Astley Cooper seems almost to have foreseen the
advent of our phagocytes when he says :
"Local injuries are repaired by inflammation, and

we know that repair has begun through inflammation
by the increasing sensitiveness of the injured part.
" Especially is this so in bones, which when fractured

unite by the action of an inflammatory process ; the
action must be rapid in order that no trouble ensue,
and even in compound fractures, so soon as adhesions
are formed, the danger is over and healing progresaea
as rapidly as in simple fractures. This is true, too, of
Cœsarean section. If the operation be done boldly
and rapidly and adhe8ion8 form in the wound at once,
we are safe."
One might be led to suppose, from such a state

ment as the last, that Caesarean section was then a
common operation. I don't think the writer intended
to mislead, but that he was grandly theorizing on

general grounds, as was his style at times.
The idea of the systemic action of infectious agents

strongly impressed the men of the last century, es-

pecially after the introduction from Constantinople of
the custom of inoculating for small-pox. Some seem
to have had the kind of faith which is said to move
mountains ; for we are told of one surgeon who inocu-
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lated hia own daughter from the pustule of a dead
patient.

Mechanical causes for pathological phenomena were

by no means overlooked ; and one finds the old sur-

geons asking themselves such questions as, " Why in
necrosis of the tibia, does the sinus open forward and
not backwards? " " What advantage can there be in
gum lancing if the tooth is not thereby made to pro-
trude ? " and then shrewdly giving the expected
answer.
The delicacy of new-formed tissue of any kind was

a constant dread after inflammation, on account of its
liability to break down. We are constantly reading
of old wouuds breaking out and old fractures giving
way, until we almost Buppose that physiological pro-
cesses were less vigorous in those days than they are
now.

Granulations, too, were matters of considerable
anxiety, aud proud flesh was most diligently rooted
out. Here is a definition of granulations, " A newly-
formed substance, generally red in color and haviug
the power of secreting pus." And Bell says that
" pus is formed from the serous part of the blood by
a process of fermentation."

One would suppose, too, that various forms of
ulcération were more common then, for cause and
effect are most astonishingly confused. Amenorrhea
was feared, not because it might be indicative of some
serious general disturbance, but because it gave rise to
" menstrual ulcers."

We still see pus at tirryäs ; the hygiene of our people
is not yet 80 perfect but that felons and other abscesses
still occur, and we have not yet learned to abort them.
Of course, in those old unclean days pus abounded
aud was constantly sought. Ubi pus, ibi evacúa, was
ever in the surgeon's mind. What we call the shirt-
8tud felon wa8 the especial delight of some of those
old pundits, and seems to have figured in all their
clinics. Free scoring was ever being taught, and very
properly ; but it was in a limb the source of tetanus
that the knife ran riot, supplemented by the extensive
application of the actual cautery. To drain off and
extirpate the morbid humors was the constant effort,
at whatever expense. Counter-openings in the acalp
were almoat the rule, in order to prevent a dhiaecting
abscess, and hot poultices were hourly applied. Con-
stant attempts were being made to find some means of
changing the discharges to a laudable character. Ab-
ace88ea were thoroughly fluahed aud filled with anti-
septic balsams ; boils were curetted ; and bubos were
dissected out and left open, the cavity being filled
with powdered calomel, which was iu great vogue
with some surgeons. Again, after an antiseptic wash-
ing, abscesses were sometimes closed up, and were
Baid to adhere uuder a tightly compressing baudage.

On the other hand, cold abscesses and chronic local
suppurations were less hastily meddled with ; and it
was commonly taught that suppurating glands in the
neck should be left to ripen, and should then be
opened by a small transverse cut, as thus an imper-
ceptible scar resulted. For the frequently resulting
sinus, wine, spirits, and lime-water were recommended
as injections. Some of the applications in extreme
degrees of inflammation sound heroic; among others
mustard aud cinnamon are urged ; aud an essential
for all non-evaporating dressings was oiled silk.
In erysipelas, Sir Astley Cooper prescribed im-

mense amounts of quinine, alcohol and a generous

diet, with local applicationa of camphor and spirits of
wine.
Much of this is good surgery and clasaical surgery.

It is not the teaching of thirty years ago, but of
one hundred and three hundred years ago. These
things were done before ether had been dreamed of,
or the theory of fermentation had germinated ; yet
broad lines were steadily being laid down on which
we are now building our modern practice.
As we know, too, inflammations, when once under

way, were sorely dreaded, and various forms of gan-
grene were far from unusual. One reads of the com-

mon occurrence of hiccough as the characteristic sign
of gangrene, and of the frequency of moist gangrene
from excessive inflammation.
I doubt if oue man in five hundred, among the

younger generation of surgeons to-day, has ever seen
a case of that fearful scourge

—

hospital gangrene —
which used to rage through whole cities.

(To be continued.)

THE GONOCOCCUS.
BY HENRY DEXTER CHADWICK, M.D.,
Surgical Interne, Boston City Hospital.

Previous to the discovery of the gonococcua by
Neisser in 1879, various theories were entertained re-

garding the identity and cause of gonorrhea, many
believing it to be simply a catarrhal process and not a

specific disease possessing contagious properties which
were capable of transmission. They brought forward
as evidence cases of urethritis which they believed
were contracted from contact with menstrual or leucor-
rheal discharges, and that the inflammation produced
was due to irritative properties and not to any con-

tagious element which they contained.
Opponents to this theory held that true gonorrhea

was a distinct disease of itself, aud could only be re-

produced by infection from a gonorrheal discharge ;
and they showed by experiment that pus from an
abscess or leucorrheal discharge did not always cause
an urethritis, and when it was successful in producing a

purulent discharge, there was no definite period of inoc-
ulation, the duration was short and it was easily cured.
The similarity of gonorrhea and syphilis in their
method of communication led to the belief that they
were identical and produced by the same unknown
virus.
A comparatively few observers would not accept

this conclusion ; and among their number was John
Hunter, who, in 1767 in his endeavor to prove the
non-identity of the two diseases, inoculated himself
with pus from an acute urethritis, but unfortunately
the patient from whom it was secured was also suffer-
ing from an unrecognized syphilis, and the initial lesion
and manifestations of syphilis which followed only
served to confirm the belief that the two were identical.
After many years, a reaction followed, and Bell (1793),
Hernandez (1811), Ricord (1836) published their very
careful observations on several hundred cases, which
clearly demonstrated that syphilis and gonorrhea were
distinct diseases. From this time on the belief that a
specific contagious element was contained in gonorrheal
discharges became general, and many different micro-
organisms were found and put forward by their dis-
coverers as the cause of the disease. Not until 1879,
however, was anything of value accomplished. In
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